We propose a method to extend ML with session types which requires minimal typing annotations. Our approach uses a novel combination and extension of well-known techniques to separate the underlying type system of ML from the typing of sessions. This two level approach simplifies session typing and gives rise to a sound and complete inference algorithm for session types that can deal with delegation. Our inference algorithm leverages and complements ML's own type inference algorithm. We show that type soundness in our system guarantees a progress property, and exhibit the usefulness of our approach with interesting examples typable in our system. 1 2015/10/15
Introduction
Concurrent programming often requires processes to communicate according to intricate protocols. In mainstream programming languages these protocols are encoded implicitly in the program's control flow, and no support is available for verifying their correctness.
Honda [5] and then others [3, 6, 15] suggested the use of session types to make communication protocols explicit and checkable in program typing. Since then, session type disciplines have been developed in a number of variations for process calculi and highlevel programming languages (see [7] for an overview). In this paper we are interested in providing a facility for static protocol checking in existing high-level programming languages, and in particular ML, by extending these languages with session types.
Many of the current efforts to developing high-level languages with session types use a single substructural type system which combines both expression and session typing (e.g., [11, 19, 20] ). This is a flexible approach, which enables the typing of programs mixing different language features, but poses significant challenges when used to extend an existing language such as ML: the extension needs to be conservative (i.e., type existing programs), scale to the full language, and enable type inference to considerably reduce the burden on providing type annotations. Although there are successes using this approach for new programming languages, to our knowledge there is yet to be an ML type system encompassing session types that addresses these challenges.
[Copyright notice will appear here once 'preprint' option is removed.] An alternative approach to extending a programming language with session types is through the use of monads [13, 18] . With this approach session-typed communications are isolated from the rest of the language, providing a conservative-by-construction language extension. Pucella and Tov [13] have showed that a level of type inference is possible in this setting, albeit it needs to be guided by the programmer with a number of type-level expressions. Perhaps the main challenge with using monads is the ability to combine language features. As explained in [18] , functional abstraction of common communication sequences, where the channel is given as an argument, is not possible. Moreover, the combination of a session communication monad with other effects such as mutable state and exceptions is not obvious.
In this paper we put forward a new approach for adding session types to high-level programming languages, which we present in a core of ML. Rather than typing sessions directly on the source code, our approach is based on first extracting the communication effect of program expressions and then imposing a session type discipline on this effect. Our goal is to use this two-level approach to simplify the extension of ML with session types and achieve a sound and complete session type inference algorithm.
To extract the communication effect of ML programs we adapt and extend the work on type-and-effect systems developed by Amtoft, Nielson and Nielson [1, 12] . Our extension provides a method for dealing with aliasing of session endpoints using regions, obviating the need for a substructural type system for ML. Furthermore, we develop a session type discipline for communication effects inspired by Castagna et al. [2] and show that it guarantees a weak deadlock-freedom property. In principle, this discipline could be replaced with alternative ones from the literature, although care is needed to preserve inference and typing guarantees.
A simple extension and combination of the above techniques does not achieve our goal. We also develop a sound and complete inference algorithm for our session type discipline which includes delegation. To our knowledge this is the first such inference algorithm. Our two-level approach to extending ML with sessions offers the following benefits:
A sound and complete session type inference algorithm for ML:
Our session type discipline admits a sound and complete inference algorithm which automatically discovers session types used in programs, and can handle session delegation. Our system also inherits a sound and complete inference algorithm of the type-and-effect system for ML [1] with modest modifications, which extends Milner's W algorithm [10] .
A conservative extension of the base language: any expression not using session communication is assigned a "pure" effect and is trivially typable in our system.
Feature combination and scalability: our approach already allows the combination of session communication with functional fea-tures and can type interesting programs. Moreover, the language of communication effects can be easily enriched with new linguistic features; in Section 6 we show an extension of our language with recursive session types.
Typing guarantees weak deadlock freedom: programs that do not diverge, where every request for opening a session is met, are guaranteed to run to completion and avoid type errors. We believe this to be a pragmatic compromise between session type systems that do not guarantee any deadlock freedom (e.g., [19] ) and those that guarantee global deadlock freedom but reject programs with general recursion (e.g., [20] ). Our typing guarantee is similar to that in [18] with the exception that we need to account for dynamic session creation.
Typing requires minimal programmer annotations: as we will show in Section 2, there is only one instance where programmers need to manually guide the type checker to type their code.
Here we focus on a pure core of ML. However, we believe that the techniques we use would work equally well in other highlevel languages-we leave this for future work. The language employs Hindley-Milner polymorphism and primitives for sending pure monomorphic values, internal and external choices through choice labels L, and session delegation and resumption. The ability to send functions containing communication effects would be an implicit form of delegation and would unnecessarily complicate the exposition of our system. For simplicity of presentation we develop our system for finite sessions and then show how it can be extended with recursive sessions. However, even with finite session types, we use a novel typing for a class of useful, non-pure recursive functions, which we call self-contained functions. For example consider the function of type Unit → Unit:
When called, the function invokes req-init requesting to open a new session on a global channel init. When the request is accepted by a partner process, a session endpoint is bound to z through which private communication between the two processes is possible. The process presents its partner with choices L0 and L1. If L0 is chosen, the function recurs; if L1 is chosen the function terminates. In both cases no further communication on endpoint z will occur, and therefore z can be given the finite session type Σ{?L0.end, ?L1.end}. This behavior is representative of systems that run a finite protocol for an arbitrary number of iterations.
The following section presents interesting examples which use session communication and we would like to type in MLS. Section 3 gives the syntax and operational semantics of the language. Section 4 presents the details of our typing system and the type soundness result. Section 5 describes the our type inference algorithm and its soundness and completeness. Section 6 discusses the extension of our type system to a form of recursive session types. Section 7 presents related work and conclusions. Omitted technical details can be found in the appendix.
Motivating Examples
Before presenting the details of the type system, we give and discuss two example implementations of a swap service, which symmetrically exchanges values between pairs of processes connecting to it. These are typical examples where process communication is used in programming.
A Swap Service
Our first example is a direct implementation of the swap service where a spawned coordinator process accepts two connections on a channel swp, opening two concurrent sessions with processes that want to exchange values. It then receives the two values from the processes, sends them back crosswise, and recurs.
let coord = rec f ( ) ⇒ let * z1 = acc-swp () x1 = rcv z1 z2 = acc-swp () x2 = rcv z2 in snd z2 x1; snd z1 x2; f () in spawn coord ; . . .
It is easy to see that the two endpoints that the coordinator receives from the two calls to acc-swp will be used according to the session type:
?T.!T.end
This says that, on each of the two endpoints, the coordinator will first read a value of some type T (?T ) and then output a value of the same type (!T ) and close the endpoint (end). From the code we see that the interleaving of sends and receives on the two endpoints achieves the desired swap effect.
To use this service we simply apply the following swap function to the value to be exchanged.
let swap = fun x ⇒ let z = req-swp () in snd z x; rcv z in . . .
When applied to x, swap requests a connection on swp, receiving a session endpoint z, then sends x on z and finally receives a value on z which is returned as the result of the function. The endpoint received by the call to req-swp will be used according to the session type: !T1.?T2.end
Where T1 and T2 are the argument and return types of the function, respectively. By comparing the two session types above we can see that the coordinator and the swap service can communicate without type errors, and indeed are typable, when T1 = T2 = T . Our type system is able to type this simple swap library, and our type inference algorithm can automatically deduce the two session types from the source code.
Delegation for Efficiency
The preceding simple swap service may become a bottleneck of the program since all data communications are sequentialized through the coordinator service. This can reduce performance, especially if values of significant size are swapped. Here we give a more efficient implementation in which the values exchanged do not go through the coordinator.
The new swap function is:
endpoint z is
Σ{?Fst.!T1.?T2.end, ?Snd.?η.end} denoting the choice between the two options Fst and Snd, and the protocol followed in each one. Here η is the session type of endpoint z ′ which is η = ?T2.!T1.end. Again, T1 and T2 are the argument and return types of swap.
The new coordinator is:
It accepts two sessions on swp, receiving two endpoints: z1 and z2. It selects Fst on z1 (sel-Fst z1) and Snd on z2 (sel-Snd z2). The coordinator then sends z1 over z2 and recurs.
The protocol followed by the coordinator over the two endpoints is now more intricate, and in fact different for each one. However, both endpoints must have the same session type because they are both generated by accepting a connection on swp. This can be encoded with an internal choice:
In the case where the coordinator chooses the first choice, the rest of the session η ′ over the endpoint is delegated, and therefore it can be any session-η ′ will be executed from the process that receives z1 (running a swap function). If the coordinator selects the second choice then it simply delegates an endpoint with session type η ′ . In our type system, if the coordinator is type-checked in isolation, then typing succeeds with any η ′ . However, if both coordinator and swap function are typed in the same program, typing succeeds only when η ′ = η and T1 = T2. These equalities are necessary to guarantee that the two dual endpoints of swp have dual session types.
Our type inference algorithm is able to type this program and derive the above session types directly from the source code, with no programmer annotations.
The Language ML S
Here we introduce the untyped core of MLS. Its syntax and operational semantics are shown in Figure 1 . An MLS expression can be one of the usual lambda expressions (value, variable, a pair constructor, let-binding, or conditional), or spawn e which evaluates e to a function and asynchronously applies it to the unit value; it can also be case e {Li ⇒ ei}i∈I which, as we will see, implements finite external choice.
We use standard syntactic sugar for writing programs in MLS, such as e1; e2 instead of let x = e1 in e2 when x ∈ fv(e2), infix operators, etc. A running process in MLS is a closed expression and a running system S is a parallel composition of processes. We identify systems up to the reordering of parallel processes and the removal of terminated, unit-value processes. A single process with no active session endpoints is an MLS program.
The values of MLS contain the basic Unit, Bool, and Int constants and all standard integer and boolean operators. Values also include pairs (v, v ′ ), and first class recursive (rec f (x) ⇒ e) and non-recursive (fun x ⇒ e) functions. Following the tradition of binary session types [6] , communication between processes happens over dynamically generated entities called sessions which have exactly two endpoints. Thus, MLS values contain a countably infinite set of endpoints, ranged over by p. We assume a total involution (·) over this set, with the property p = p, which identifies dual endpoints. We write o ♯ o ′ when the syntactic objects o and o ′ contain distinct endpoints.
The language is equipped with a small-step, call-by-value operational semantics. Figure 1 shows the redex expressions that perform beta reductions ֒→. Systems take small-step transitions −→ by decomposing a system into an evaluation context E with a beta redex in its hole (RBETA), or by the effectful transitions discussed below. Evaluation contexts include standard call-by-value contexts, but also the parallel system contexts E S and S E. An RSPN reduction generates new processes containing a single application.
A process can request (or accept) to open a session by applying req-c (resp., acc-c) to the unit value, which returns the endpoint (resp., dual endpoint) of a new session. Here c ranges over an infinite set of global initialization names for sessions, called channels. To simplify presentation, global channels are not values; instead, MLS has req-c and acc-c as values for each c.
Once two processes synchronize on a global channel and each receives a fresh, dual endpoint (RINIT reduction), they can use the endpoints to exchange messages. Applying snd to an endpoint and a value will send this value over the session, whereas applying rcv to an endpoint will receive a value over the session. The synchronization of these two applications leads to a synchronous communication reduction (RCOM).
A process can also offer a number of options to its dual with the construct case e {Li ⇒ ei}i∈I , implementing, as mentioned earlier, a finite external choice. Here L ranges over a countably infinite set of choice labels, and I is a finite set of natural numbers. We assume a fixed enumeration of these labels, thus Li denotes a unique label for each natural number i. When a process offers a choice of labels on session endpoint p, its dual can select one of those labels with the expression sel-Lj p (RSEL).
The intuition of session types is that once a session is open, the processes controlling its endpoints are in charge of executing a predefined communication protocol. However, any of these processes may delegate this obligation to another process, by sending one endpoint p over another endpoint q, with the application deleg q p. A process with an endpoint q can receive p with the expression resume q, and continue executing the protocol over p (RDEL). The example of the swap service in Section 2.2 used delegation to create a direct connection between processes that run the swap function. time, effectively creating one type Ses l for each endpoint source. 1 The type-and-effect system uses region variables ρ to track the flow of labels at the type level. Dynamic endpoints generated at different source expressions are statically distinguished, but those generated from the same expression are identified, resulting to the rejection of some type safe programs (Sec. 4.2). This can be remedied with standard context-sensitive solutions such as k-CFA [14] .
Constraints:
C ::= T ⊆ T b ⊆ β ρ ∼ r c ∼ η c ∼ η C, C ǫ Type Envs: Γ ::= x : TS Γ, Γ ǫ Behaviors: b ::= β τ b ; b b ⊕ b rec β b spawn b push(l : η) Regions: r ::= l ρ ρ!T ρ?T ρ!ρ ρ?l ρ!Li i∈I ρ?Li ; bi
Functional
Types. An expression in MLS can have a base type Unit, Bool, or Int, a pair type T × T ′ , a function type T β → T ′ , or a session endpoint type Ses ρ . Type variables α are used for polymorphism (and type inference). Each function type is annotated with a behavior variable β and each session endpoint type with a region variable ρ, respectively denoting the effect of the function body and the endpoint's textual source.
The types of session endpoints do not contain a session type because session types evolve during the execution of the program. In Section 2.1, the two uses of z in the body of swap refer to the same endpoint but at different states: at the first it can perform a send and then a receive, and at the second it can only perform the receive. Therefore, Ses ρ only refers to the static identity of an endpoint through ρ, ignoring its session type. Communication Effects. Inspired by Castagna et al. [2] , the behavioral effect of a MLS expression can be thought of as describing operations on a stack of session endpoints ∆. This stack contains frames of the form (l : η), where l is a static endpoint and η a session type (described in Section 4.2).
The expression can push a new frame on the stack (push(l : η)), or reduce the top session type by performing an input (ρ?T ) or output (ρ!T ) of a value; a delegation (ρ!ρ) or resumption (ρ?l) of an endpoint; or an offer ( i∈I ρ?Li ; bi) or selection (ρ!Li) of a choice. When the top session type of ∆ is finished then it is popped from the stack. The application of req-c l or acc-c l has a push(l : η) effect; the application of snd, rcv, and deleg, has the corresponding effect with ρ calculated by the type of the first argument (Ses ρ ). Departing from [1] , function resume is annotated with its own fresh label, instead of a variable which would be mapped through the constraint environment C to a single label. This allows the typing of programs where a resume statement can input endpoints with different labels. Example 4.1. Consider the following program P that spawns two clients, one proxy, and one server; P is typable in MLS, provided e1 and e2 are. let cli1 = (fun ⇒ let zc = req-c l 1 () in e1) cli2 = (fun ⇒ let zc = req-c l 2 () in e2) prx = (fun ⇒ let zc = acc-c lc () zs = req-s ls () in deleg zs zc) srv = (fun ⇒ let * zs = acc-s lp () x = resume l zs in snd x 1; snd x tt) in spawn prx 1 ; spawn prx 2 ; spawn cli ; spawn srv ;
Both clients request a session on c. The proxy accepts one of them and in turn requests a session with the server on s. Once the server accepts, the proxy delegates the client session over the server session. The server then sends two values to the connected client over the client session.
In the absence of label l on the underlined resume construct of the server, the type system would calculate that both l1 and l2 endpoints can flow to x at runtime. Therefore, x will have type Ses ρ , with ρ related to both l1 and l2 in the constraint environment, which violates the unique-label requirement mentioned earlier.
The rest of the behaviors follow the structure of the code: τ is the silent behavior of pure computations; behavior b ; b ′ allows sequencing, and b ⊕ b ′ internal choice. Behavior rec β b marks recursive behavior. As we discussed MLS does not have recursive session types but does allow recursive effectful functions, such as the coordinator in Section 2.1.
Constraints. Constraint sets C have inclusion constraints
for types (T ⊆ T ′ ) and behaviors (b ⊆ β), and equality constraints for regions (ρ ∼ r). They also contain exactly two equality constraints (c ∼ η and c ∼ η ′ ) per global channel c, one for the behavior of the runtime endpoints returned by acc-c and one for those returned by req-c. These are the two kinds of endpoints of c.
The simple inclusion constraints for behaviors are sufficient for typing any functionally-typable program without the introduction of a sub-effecting relation [16] . Intuitively, b ⊆ β means that β may behave as b. Although not strictly necessary here, type constraints are more general to enable principal typing in the presence of subtyping constraints Int ⊆ real [1, §1.5.1], often appearing in the session-types literature. We write C ⊢ o ⊆ o ′ and C ⊢ o ∼ o ′ for the reflexive and transitive closure of constraints in C; we say that these constraints are derivable from C. We write C ⊢ C ′ if all constraints of C ′ are derivable from C. We will work with wellformed constraints, satisfying the following conditions. 1. Type-Consistent: for all type constructors tc1, tc2, if (tc1( t1) ⊆ tc2( t2)) ∈ C, then tc1 = tc2, and for all t1i ∈ t1 and t2i ∈ t2,
The first condition disallows constraints such as (Int ⊆ T × T ′ ) which lead to type errors, and deduces (Ti
. The second condition requires that only endpoints from a single source can flow in each ρ.
Example 4.3. The following program requests two session endpoints, bound to x and y. It then binds one of these endpoints to z, depending on the value of e, and sends 1 over x and tt over z. let * (x, y) = (req-c l 1 (), req-d l 2 ()) z = if e then x else y in snd x 1; snd z tt This program is not typable because communications on the c-and d-endpoints depend on the value returned from e, which cannot be statically determined. In our framework, z will have type Ses ρ and the constrain environment will contain C ⊢ ρ ∼ l1, ρ ∼ l2. The program will be rejected by the second condition of Definition 4.2.
In related work (e.g., [4] ) such a program is rejected because of the use of substructural types for session endpoints.
The third condition of Def. 4.2 disallows recursive behaviors through the environment without the use of a rec β b effect. The second part of the condition requires that there is at most one recursive constraint in the environment using variable β. This condition is necessary to guarantee type preservation and the decidability of session typing.
Polymorphism. The type system extends Hindley-Milner polymorphism with type schemas TS of the form ∀( γ : C). T , where γ ranges over any variable α, β, ρ, ψ. Type environments Γ bind unique variable names to type schemas; we let ∀(∅).T = T . Besides type ( α), behavior ( β), and region ( ρ) variables, type schemas also generalize session variables ψ. A type schema contains a set C which imposes constraints on quantified variables. For TS to be well-formed, it must be fv(C) ⊆ { γ}. The polymorphic types of the constant MLS functions are:
The effect of req-c l (acc-c l ) is to push a new static session endpoint l on the stack. The session type of the endpoint is a variable ψ, to be substituted with a concrete session type (or a fresh variable in the case of inference) at instantiation of the polymorphic type. This ψ has to be equal to the session type of the static endpoint c (resp., c), expressed by the constraint c ∼ ψ (resp., c ∼ ψ). The return type of the function is Ses ρ , where ρ ∼ l. The types of the rest of the functions follow the same principles. The following definition allows the instantiation of a type schema under a global constraint environment C.
Typing Rules. The rules of our type-and-effect system are shown in Figure 3 . Most typing rules are standard-we discuss only those different from [1] . Rule TMATCH types a case expression with an external-choice behavior of the same number of branches. The choice labels Li (i ∈ I) in the code determine those in the behavior. The computation of each branch will return a value of the same type T but possibly have a different effect bi. Rule TSUB is for subtyping and sub-effecting. The latter can only replace behaviors with variables, avoiding a more complex relation. 
An important rule in our system is that for recursive functions (TREC). Since we only consider finite session types, the communication effect of the body of a recursive function should be confined. This captures two interrelated conditions:
• The recursive function does not use previously opened endpoints or non-confined functions from the type environment, nor it returns any endpoint or non-confined function. • The communication effect of applying the function is only on endpoints that the function opens internally, and the session type of these endpoints will be followed to completion (or delegated) before the function returns.
These two conditions guarantee that, no matter how many times the function recurs, it leaves the environment's sessions unaffected, even if the body of the function has non-trivial communication effects. The first condition is enforced in TREC by the side-condition C ⊢ confined (T, T ′ ), for the argument and return types of the function, and the typing of the function's body under confined C (Γ), the confined part of Γ. 
Moreover, confined C (Γ) is the largest subset of Γ such that for all (x : TS ) ∈ confined C (Γ) we have C ⊢ confined (TS ).
The above definition does not enforce the second condition for confinement. This is done in the session typing discipline of the second level of our system (Section 4.2), and in fact only for those recursive functions that are applied and whose behavior is part of the communication effect of the program. This separation between the two levels simplifies type inference.
Similarly to recursive functions, a spawned function must be confined. This is again enforced in part by the side-condition of Rule TSPAWN and the rule for spawn in our session type discipline.
Second Level: Session Types
The type-and-effect system we presented so far is parametric to session type annotations in the constraint environment (constraints c ∼ η and c ∼ η). Indeed, our adaptation of the type inference algorithm for the type-and-effect system [1] will only produce variables for session type annotations (c ∼ ψ and c ∼ ψ). It is the job of the session typing in the second level of our system to check (and, in the case of inference, to deduce) session types for the endpoints used in the program.
As we discussed previously and showed in the examples of Section 2, MLS session types are finite but allow useful recursive expressions with a communication effect. In Section 6 we show an extension of the type system with recursive session types. Session types are higher-order to allow for delegation of endpoints. Their syntax is:
?Li.ηi ψ Session types describe the sequence of communications over a session endpoint. A session type is finished (end) or it can describe further interactions: the input or output of a confined value (resp., ?T.η or !T.η), or the delegation or resumption of an endpoint of session type η ′ (resp., !η ′ .η or ?η ′ .η). It may also describe the ability of the process to choose a communication label Li from a number of labels I ( i∈I !Li.ηi), signifying to its partner that session type ηi is to be followed from that point on.
Moreover, a session type can describe the ability of the process to offer an external choice i∈(I 1 ,I 2 ) ?Li.ηi to its dual. Here I1 contains the labels that the process must be able to accept and I2 the labels that it may accept. We require that I1 and I2 are disjoint and I1 is not empty. Hence, session types give a lower (I1) and an upper (I1 ∪ I2) bound of the labels in external choices. These two sets of labels are not necessary for typing external choice-we could use only the first set. However, the two sets of labels make type inference deterministic and independent of source code order, thus simpler to implement. It also makes typing more efficient, modular and intuitive. 
Suppose e ⋆ contains a type error, possibly because of a mismatch in session types with another part of P . If a type inference algorithm run on P [e1][e2] first examines e1, it will explore both branches of the choice, tentatively constructing the session type Σ{L1.η1, L2.η2}, finding the error in e ⋆ . One strategy might then be to backtrack from typing e ⋆ (and discard any information learned in the L2 branch of this and possibly other choices in the code) and continue with the session type Σ{L1.η1}. However, once e2 is encountered, the previous error in e ⋆ should be reported. A programmer, after successfully type checking P [e1][()], will be surprised to discover a type error in e1 after adding in e2. The type-and-effect system here avoids such situations by typing all choice branches, even if they are inactive, at the expense of rejecting some-rather contrived-programs. A similar approach is followed in the type-and-effect system of the previous section by requiring all branches to have the same type (Rule TMATCH in Figure 3) .
We express our session typing discipline as an abstract interpretation semantics for behaviors shown in Figure 4 , which conservatively approximates the communication effect of expressions at runtime. It describes transitions of the form ∆ b − →C ∆ ′ b ′ , where b, b ′ are communication effects. The ∆ and ∆ ′ are linear stacks on which static endpoint labels together with their corresponding session types (l : η) can be pushed and popped. Inspired by Castagna et al. [2] , in the transition ∆ b − →C ∆ ′ b ′ , the behavior b can only use the top label in the stack to communicate, push another label on the stack, or pop the top label from the stack provided its session type is end. This stack principle gives us a weak deadlock freedom property (Theorem 4.17).
We will treat these stacks linearly, in the sense that a label can be pushed onto a stack only if it has not been previously pushed on (and possibly popped from) that stack. Therefore, every stack ∆ contains an implicit set of the labels that have been pushed onto it, which is accessed by ∆.labels. This requirement guarantees that the following unsafe program is rejected.
Consider the channel c whose session type is simply η =!Int.end and the program:
The program does not obey session η, because it sends two integers on x, and none on y. According to the type-and-effect system of the previous section, x and y have type
Because region analysis identifies endpoints generated from the same source code location, the above behavior does not differentiate between the labels in the second push and the final output. Therefore, the only reason to reject this behavior is because it pushes the same location on the stack twice.
The linearity of the stacks means that the program in the above example is rejected, even if the second snd x 1 is replaced with snd y 1, which would fix the problem in the code. We can remedy this with standard extensions from static analysis [14] . Note that the correct version of the above program is not typable under a more straightforward substructural session type discipline (e.g., [19] ) because the function f would have a linear type and therefore it would not be possible to apply it twice.
Rule END from Figure 4 simply removes a finished stack frame, and rule BETA looks up behavior variables in C; PLUS chooses one of the branches of non-deterministic behavior. The PUSH rule extends the stack by adding one more frame to it, as long as the label has not been added before on the stack; this requirement will reject the program in Example 4.8. Rules OUT and IN reduce the top-level session type of the stack by an output and input, respectively. The requirement here is that the labels in the stack and the behavior match, the usual subtyping [4] holds for the communicated types, and that the communicated types are confined. Note that sending confined (recursive) functions does not require delegation of endpoints because the typing rule TREC of Figure 3 forbids open endpoints from the context to end up in these functions.
Transfer of endpoints is done by delegate and resume (rules DEL and RES). Delegate sends the second endpoint in the stack over the first; resume mimics this by adding a new endpoint label in the second position in the stack. Resume requires a one-frame stack to guarantee that the two endpoints of the same session do not end up in the same stack [2] , causing a deadlock. If we abandon the weak deadlock-freedom property guaranteed by our type system, then the conditions in RES can be relaxed and allow more than one frame.
A behavior reduces an internal choice session type by selecting one of its labels (ICH). A behavior offering an external choice is reduced non-deterministically to any of its branches. The behavior must offer all active choices (I1 ⊆ J) and all behavior branches must be typable by the session type (J ⊆ I1 ∪ I2).
Our session type discipline requires that behaviors follow to completion or delegate all (l : η) frames in a stack.
Because of finite session stacks and session types, behaviorcompact constraint environments, and because of the rule for recursive behavior explained below, there are no infinite sequences of reductions over this semantics. Therefore ∆ b ⇓C ∆ ′ is decidable.
Note that according to the rules of Figure 4 , in order for ∆ b ⇓C to be true, session variables ψ can only appear as delegated types not used in the reductions. For typable programs, our session type inference algorithm can indeed infer session types that will satisfy this requirement (Section 4.3).
As we explained in the previous section, recursive functions in MLS must be confined. In part this means that the communication effect of applying the function is only on endpoints that the function opens internally, and the session type of these endpoints will be followed to completion (or delegated) before the function returns. This is enforced in Rule REC, where rec β b must have no net effect on the stack, guaranteed by
Similarly to recursive functions, a spawn will create a new, confined process. This is guaranteed by Rule TSPAWN in Figure 3 , and Rule SPN here which requires that the effect b of the spawned process satisfies ∆ b ⇓C.
Remark 4.10 (Type annotations). The rule for recursive behavior gives a method to safely bypass the linearity principle of the stacks, which requires that each label is pushed on the stack at most once, and type more programs. Because of this restriction, the swap method of Section 2.1 can only be applied once in the body of the let.
To explain this let us consider the type schema of the swap function:
The expression swap (); swap () which applies swap twice at type Unit β → Unit will have a behavior (omitting some τ s): push(l : η); ρ!Unit; ρ?Unit; τ ; push(l : η); ρ!Unit; ρ?Unit; τ This behavior clearly violates stack linearity because it pushes l twice on the stack, and therefore the expression is not typable in our system. However, the communication effect of swap is confined, and therefore we can define the function using the rec construct instead of fun. In this case, the type schema of swap will contain the constraint set C = (rec β (push(l : η); ρ!α1; ρ?α2; τ ) ⊆ β), (ρ ∼ l) and the above expression will have behavior:
It is easy to verify that this behavior satisfies ǫ b ⇓C. Therefore the rec construct can be used by programmers as an annotation to mark the functions that are confined and therefore it is safe to apply multiple times in programs.
Endpoint Duality So far our type discipline does not check session types for duality. The program
should not be typable because its processes use dual endpoints at incompatible session types. Therefore we require that dual session endpoints (c ∼ η and c ∼ η ′ ) have dual session types. 
Definition 4.12 (Duality). C ⊢ η ⊲⊳ η ′ if the following rules and their symmetric ones are satisfied.
Combining the Two Levels
We are interested in typing source-level programs which contain a single process e with no open endpoints. However, to prove type soundness, we need to type running systems containing multiple running processes and open endpoints. For each running process we need to maintain a stack ∆, containing the session types of the endpoints opened by the process.
Type soundness in our system guarantees a weak deadlock freedom property of typed programs, which we discuss here. The key property is well-stackedness, the fact that in a running system, there is always a way to repeatedly remove dual endpoints with dual session types from the top of two stacks, until all stacks are empty. Note that this does not mean that programs are deterministic. Multiple pairs of dual endpoints can be at the top of a set of stacks at any time.
We let S range over − −−−−−− → ∆ b, e , identify S up to reordering, and write S for − → e when S = − −−−−−− → ∆ b, e . In this section, in addition to labels, we also store the corresponding endpoints in ∆ stacks (and trivially lift ⇓C to such stacks). Definition 4.14 (Well-stackedness). C ws S is the least relation satisfying the rules:
Type soundness is more technical. We divide system transitions to communication transitions between processes (−→c) and internal transitions (−→i). Let S −→c S ′ (S −→i S ′ ) when S −→ S ′ , derived by Rule RINIT, RCOM, RDEL or RSEL of Figure 1 (resp., any other rule); S =⇒c S ′ when S −→ * i −→c−→ * i S ′ . We also define dependencies between processes of a running system according to the following definition. 
The following type soundness theorem describes a system that cannot take any communication transitions. 
The theorem needs to take into account several possibilities. MLS has general recursion and therefore processes may diverge (set D). Moreover, sessions open and close dynamically, thus processes may not find a communication partner when they are trying to open a new session (set W). Processes may also block waiting to communicate on a session endpoint (set B). The above theorem says that in systems where no more communication steps are possible, we will always find a diverging or waiting process if we follow the dependencies of a blocked processes.
The intuitive consequence of type soundness is that in the absence of divergence and in the presence of enough communication partners to start new sessions, there are no blocked processes, and when communications are no longer possible all processes have reduced to a value. 
Inference Algorithm
We use three inference algorithms, W, SI and D. The first infers functional types and communication effects and corresponds to the first level of our type system. The other two infer session types from the abstract interpretation rules (SI) and the duality rules (D), corresponding to the second level of the type system. Algorithm W is a straightforward adaptation of the homonymous algorithm from [1] : given an expression e, W calculates its type t, behavior b and constraints set C; no session information is calculated. Moreover W generates pairs of constraints c ∼ ψ and c ∼ ψ ′ for any global channel occurring in the source program, with ψ and ψ ′ unique variables. Results of its soundness and completeness for W follow from [1] .
For all constraints (c ∼ ψ) ∈ C, Algorithm SI infers a substitution σ and a refined set C ′ such that ǫ bσ ⇓ C ′ ǫ. The core of this algorithm is the abstract interpreter MC. Algorithm MC recursively explores all the transitions allowed by the abstract interpretation semantics in Fig. 4 . Session variables from constraints c ∼ ψ in C are eventually pushed on the stack by a push operation in b. Session inference is guided by operations. For example, MC((l : ψ) · ∆ ρ!T ) produces the substitution [ψ → !α.ψ ′ ], with α and ψ ′ fresh, and adds the constraint (T ⊆ α) to C.
All substitutions are applied eagerly and composed iteratively. Sequential behavior b1; b2 is decomposed into b1 and a continuation []; b2, which is pushed onto an internal continuation stack K[].
Inference is first carried out on b1; if b1 evaluates to τ , then a continuation []; b2 is popped from K, and MC evaluates the behavior [τ ]; b2. Whenever a branching behavior is explored, such as b1 ⊕b2, each branch bi is explored separately, and their resulting substitutions and constraints are composed. Inference fails when MC reaches a configuration stuck ∆ b in which either ∆ is not the empty stack or b is not τ . This corresponds to an error in the session type discipline.
In order to prove termination, it is sufficient to prove that any finite configuration ∆ b generates a finite state space, given a well-formed set of constraints C. We first define the ground
C is a finite ground term, i.e. a finite term without β variables; moreover, the ground translation − g C is fully abstract w.r.t. the abstract interpretation semantics.
Let ∆ b C denote the set of states reachable from configuration ∆ b under C, and |∆ b|C denote its size. Let B be the set of all behaviors b.
Except for Rule BETA, transitions in the abstract interpretation semantics never expand the behavior b, but rather they consume it. Therefore, when b is a finite ground behavior, it is possible to provide a finite upper bound size(−) :: B → N to the size of ∆ b C :
As a corollary of this theorem and the definition of size(−), we can derive a useful induction principle, whereby the set of states reachable from ∆ b is strictly decreasing after any transition:
The soundness of Algorithm SI is a direct consequence of the soundness of Algorithm MC:
The proof is by induction on the execution size of ∆ b, where the equivalence relation ∆ ≡ ∆ ′ removes closed sessions (l : end) from the stack ∆, in order to account for MC's lazy inference of finished sessions.
Completeness of Algorithm SI also depends on the completeness of MC, and it is also proved by induction on the execution size:
Intuitively, the lemma states that any set of constraints C and substitution σ that allow ∆σ bσ to be strongly normalizing, must contain at least the set C1 calculated by the Algorithm MC, and σ only provides session types that are instances of the more general sessions provided by σ1, after applying some extra variable instantiations σ ′ .
Algorithm D collects all c ∼ η1 andc ∼ η2 constraints in C ′ , generates duality constraints η1 ⊲⊳ η2 and iteratively tries to discharge these constraints by applying the rules of Def. 4.12, possibly substituting variables with concrete terms. It ultimately returns a substitution σ and the set of constraints C ′′ such that C ′′ is a valid type solution according to Def. 4.11. For example, if η1 =!T1.η ′ 1 and η2 =?T2.η ′ 2 , the empty substitution and the constraints {T1 ⊆ T2, η ′ 1 ⊲⊳ η ′ 2 } are generated. When comparing internal and external choices, D checks that all the branches in the internal choice are included in the set of active branches in the external choice. When one of the two sessions is a variable ψ, the algorithm collects all constraints ψ ⊲⊳ ηi and calculates the least supertype of the dual of all ηi sessions. Algorithm D succeeds when no more simplification step can be taken, and only duality constraints among session variables remain. Soundness and completeness of Algorithm D is straightforward.
Extension to Recursive Session Types
So far we developed our type system and inference algorithm considering only finite session types. Here we sketch the extension of our work to a form of recursive types. We first extend the syntax of expressions and behaviors with new recursive constructs, and add a form of recursive session types. The new construct for recursive functions distinguishes these functions from confined recursive functions, which should be treated differently in the type system. The recursive behavior rec ρ β b is a new behavior construct which records the static identity ρ of an endpoint with a recursive type used in the body b of the behavior. A recursive session type µX.η is well-formed only when it is guarded; i.e., X appears in η under prefixes containing choice labels. Moreover, X cannot be delegated in η. These restrictions are to avoid complications with unfolding recursion.
A new rule in our type-and-effect system types the new recursive functions:
This rule is similar to TREC for recursive functions, with the exception that it requires that exactly one session endpoint from the environment to be used in the function. The static identity ρ of the endpoint is recorded in the behavior of the function.
The additional rules in the second level of our type system is:
These two rules check that the behavior proceeds according to the recursive session type. Note that these rules keep the length of reductions finite, and therefore ∆ b ⇓C is still decidable. Because recursive session types are guarded, the subtype relation can be easily extended:
With the addition of recursive session types we can write programs that run potentially infinite protocols. Example 6.1. Consider the following server expression:
The server accepts a connection on init creating the endpoint z. It then enters a loop which sends a number on z and offers two choices to its partner: to terminate (End) or to loop (Inc). The session type of endpoint z here is µX.!Int.Σ{?Inc.X, ?End.end}
Related Work and Conclusions
We presented a new approach for adding session types to highlevel programming languages, and used it to give a conservative extension of a core of ML. In the extended language we can type interesting programs with only minimal annotations. We showed that type soundness guarantees a weak deadlock-freedom property. For our type system we developed a sound and complete type inference algorithm. To our knowledge this is the first such algorithm for session types that supports delegation. Our approach is based on extracting the communication effect of program expressions and then imposing a session type discipline on this effect. To extract the communication effect of we extended the work of Amtoft, Nielson and Nielson [1] for inferring the communication behavior of CML programs. This extends foundational work, such as Milner's original polymorphic type inference [9] and Tofte and Talpin's region analysis [17] . This effect is a term in a restricted process algebra which lends itself well for session type checking. The session type discipline we use is inspired by Castagna et al. [2] where a stack principle is imposed on session types. This stack principle gives us weak deadlock freedom.
Our session type discipline is presented as an abstract interpretation where ∆ b ⇓C means that all paths from b with stack ∆ and environment C reduce to a terminal configuration ǫ τ . An equivalent definition for ∆ b ⇓C can be given using inference rules.
Another approach to checking session types in high-level languages include substructural type systems. As representative examples, Vasconcelos et al. [19] develop such a type system for a functional language with threads, and Wadler [20] presents a linear functional language with effects. Type soundness in the former guarantees only that communications respect session types, whereas in the latter it also guarantees deadlock freedom. Our type soundness sits in between these two extremes: deadlock freedom is guaranteed only when processes do not diverge and their requests for opening new sessions are met. We believe that we could replace our session discipline with any of these (or indeed others) giving a more relaxed or more strict typing system. However it is unclear whether a sound and complete inference algorithm would still be possible with such a change.
Toninho et al. [18] add session-typed communication to a functional language using a monad. This approach cleanly separates language features and type soundness gives deadlock freedom guarantee similar to ours. Pucella and Tov [13] have used an indexed monad to embed in Haskell session types, including a form of recursive sessions but without endpoint delegation. In this system session types are inferred by Haskell's type inference. However, the programmer needs to guide type inference using type-level operations with no runtime effect.
Mezzina [8] developed a type inference algorithm for session types in a calculus of services. The type system does not have recursive session types but it can type replicated processes that only use finite session types, similar to our approach. This system also does not support endpoint delegation.
We are currently working on extending our system to include more ML features such as exceptions and mutable state. We also intend to improve the accuracy of our regions for approximating the endpoints in a program, using context-sensitive techniques from static analysis (e.g., k-CFA [14] ). We are also currently working on a prototype implementation of our system.
[20] P. Wadler. Propositions as sessions. In ICFP '12: Proceedings of the 17th ACM SIGPLAN international conference on Functional programming, page 273. ACM, 2012. 
Complete session types inference with progress guarantees for ML

A. Type Soundness
To prove type soundness (progress and preservation) we first define the typed reductions of S configurations shown in Figure 5 . Recall that we let S range over
, e , and identify S and S up to reordering. Here we write b for an arbitrary sequential composition of behaviors, which may be empty (ǫ). We also superscripts in sequences of terms to identify them (e.g., τ 1 may be different than τ 2 ), and we identify sequential compositions up to associativity and the axiom ǫ ;
In Sec. 4.1 we assumed that programs are annotated by unique region labels in a pre-processing step. This is necessary to achieve the maximum accuracy of our system (and reject fewer programs). Because beta reductions can duplicate annotations here we drop the wellannotated property. Type soundness for general annotated programs implies type soundness for uniquely annotated programs.
Proof. By structural induction on E. Proof. By structural induction on E using Lem. A.1.
Lemma A.4. Suppose C ws S, ∆ · (p l : η) · ∆ ′ b, e and C ⊢ η <: η ′ . Then C ws S, ∆ · (p l : η ′ ) · ∆ ′ b, e .
A.1 Preservation
Preservation relies on two lemmas, the first is that typed reductions of Figure 5 preserve well-typedness, well-stackedness and wellannotatedness; the other is that untyped reductions can be simulated by the typed reductions. The most interesting case is that of delegation (TRDEL). In this case we have
] , (p l 2 : ?ηr.η2) τ 2 ; τ ; τ ; ρ2?ρr ; bnxt2, E2[resume lr p l 2 ] , S0 → C (p l 1 : η1) · ∆1 τ 1 ; τ ; bnxt1, E1[()] , (p l 2 : η2) · (p ′lr : ηr) τ 2 ; τ ; bnxt2, E2[p ′lr ] , S0 = S ′ and by C S:
C; ∅ ⊢ E2[resume lr p l 2 ] : T2 ⊲ τ 2 ; τ ; τ ; ρ2?ρr ; bnxt2 
Note that the transition rules considered in ⇓C do not take into account the concrete endpoints p, p ′ and p-they are existentially quantified in these rules. By Lem. A.3 and the rules of Figure 4 :
From C ws S we deduce:
where b1, e1, b2 and e2 are the appropriate behaviors and expressions shown above. Therefore, C ⊢ η ′ d <: ηr and from Lem. A.4 we deduce C ws S0, ∆1 b1, e1 , (p ′l ′ 1 : η ′ d ) · ǫ b2, e2 and C ws S0, (p l 1 : η1) · ∆1 b1, e1 , (p l 2 : η2) · (p ′lr : ηr) b2, e2 which completes the proof for this case. The rest of the cases are similarly proven. Figure 4 ).
The proof of preservation (Theorem 4.15) is a direct consequence of the preceding two lemmas.
A.2 Type Soundness
We first extend the notion of internal and communication steps to the reductions of Figure 5 .
Lemma A.7. Let S → C S ′ .
• S → C c S ′ if the transition is derived with use of the rules TRINIT, TRCOM, TRDEL, TRSEL;
A diverging process is one that has an infinite sequence of internal transitions (−→i).
These transitions may spawn new processes, and divergence can be the result of an infinite spawn chain. To prove progress we first divide a system into its diverging and non-diverging parts. The non-diverging part of the system can only take a finite number of internal transitions. Proof. By definition of diverging system (and its negation).
The non-diverging part of the system that cannot take any more internal steps consists of processes that are values, or stuck on global channels or session primitives. Proof. The first property follows from C S and C ws S. Property 2 is proven by induction on C ws S.
Property 3: Because P ∈ B and P is well-typed, the stack of P is non-empty. Thus, by Property 1, there exists Q ∈ S such that P → + Q is the longest sequence of dependencies without repetitions (this is possible because of Property 2). We examine two cases:
• P → * P ′ → Q and the top-level frame in the stack of P ′ has an endpoint p and p appears in the top frame of Q; then P ⇌ Q; therefore P ⇒ (P ′ , Q). • P = P1 → . . . → Pn → Q and the top-level frame in the stack of P ′ has an endpoint p and p appears in a frame other than the top one in Q; then there exists R such that Q → R (by C ws S); R cannot be one of the processes P1, . . . , Pn because of Property 2. Moreover R cannot be a process in F (because processes in F have empty stacks due to typing), and R cannot be any other processes in D, W, B because the sequence of dependencies is the longest. Thus this case is not possible. 
B. Finiteness of Abstract Interpretation
B.1 Introduction
This section proves that the abstract interpretation of a configuration ∆ b in a well-formed environment C always generates a finite statespace. We first formalize the notion of behaviour compact from Definition 4.2. Then we define a translation from behaviours with β variables to ground behaviours, i.e. behaviours without βs. We show that this translation is fully abstract with reference to the abstract interpretation semantics. Finally, we show that a configuration ∆ b and constraints C generate a finite state-space when b is ground and C is well-formed.
B.2 Formalization of behaviour compactness
By Definition 4.2, a set of constraints C is well-formed only if it is behaviour compact, i.e. all cycles in behaviour constraints contain at least one (rec β b ⊆ β) ∈ C, and recursive behaviour constraints (rec β b ⊆ β ′ ) in C are unique, and no other constraint can bind another behaviour b to β ′ in C. Let B denote the set of all behaviours b, and let β in b hold whenever there is an occurrence of β in b (when b = rec b ′ β, we stipulate that β in b only if β in b ′ ). In order to formalize this particular notion of cyclicity, we introduce a binary relation on behaviours, that allows variables β from constraints rec β b ⊆ β to form cycles, but disallows all other β to do so. This relation is called the dependency relation, and it is defined as follows:
Definition B.1 (Dependency relation). Let C be a well-formed constraint set. The dependency relation C ⊆ B × B is the least relation such that:
We say that a constraint set C is behaviour compact when C is a strict well-founded order. It is well-known that if a relation R is a strict order, then it denotes a direct acyclic graph. Therefore if the relation C is a strict order, C is acyclic except on recursive constraints rec b β ⊆ β.
since this is directly forbidden by the definition of dependency relation. Because of these two facts, the relation denoted by C 1 is the same relation denoted by C 2 . And since the former is a strict order, the latter is a strict order, which proves the lemma.
B.3 Behaviour variables elimination
The occurrence of a variable β in a behaviour b creates an indirect link between b and the constraints C where β is defined. This hidden connections introduces cumbersome technical complications when proving properties of the abstract interpretation semantics. On the contrary, ground behaviours, i.e. behaviours that do not contain β variables, are easier to reason about. This section introduces a translation from any behaviour b to the ground behaviour b g C , and shows that it is fully abstract w.r.t the abstract operational semantics. The abstract interpretation semantics treats β variables as place-holders: Rule ICH replaces a β with any behaviour b to which β is bound in C; Rule REC effectively replaces β with a τ inside recursive behaviours rec β b. This observation suggests that a β variable can be substituted either with the internal choice of all the behaviour it binds in C, or with a τ inside recursive behaviours. Such a translation is defined as follows: Definition B.3 (Ground translation). Let C be a well-formed constraint set. The ground translation − g C :: B → B is the total function defined by the following equations:
Let C be the set of all constraint sets. We introduce an ordering on behaviours and constraints:
Definition B.4 (Structural relation). Let C be a well-formed, and b be finite. The relation ≻s⊆ B × B is defined as follows: Let Q be a subset of B. Since C is well-founded, there must be a minimal element b1 which is minimal in Q according to C . If b1 is a variable β1 then β1 is minimal in Q according to ≻s as well, because by definition there is no b such that β1 ≻s b holds. Therefore β1 is minimal according to ≻ too and the lemma is proved.
If b1 is not a variable, then let B2 be the intersection between Q and the successors of b1 according to ≻s. We need to consider three cases: B2 is empty, B2 only contains no singleton variables β, or B2 contains at least one singleton variable β2.
If B2 is the empty set, then b1 is minimal in Q according to C , because by definition C only relates variables and b1 is not a variable. Therefore the lemma is proved by b1.
If B2 only contains no singleton variables, then there must be a minimal element of them according to ≻s, and the lemma is proved as in the case when B2 = ∅.
If B2 contains a variable β2, then let B3 be the intersection between Q and all the successors of β2 according to C . If B3 is empty, then the lemma is proved as in the case b1 = β1. If B3 is not empty, then there must be a minimal element b3 of them. If we take B4 to be the intersection between Q and the successors of b3 according to ≻s, notice that B4 cannot contain any singleton variables β4, because otherwise β2 C β4 would hold, and the hypothesis that β2 is minimal would be contradicted. Therefore B4 is either empty or it contains no singleton variables, and the lemma is proved as the respective cases for B2.
We now show that, when a constraint set C is well-formed, the ground translation of a behaviour b in C does not expand β variables infinitely, but it constructs a finite ground behaviour, i.e. a behaviour with a finite syntax tree: Lemma B.6. Let C be well-formed and b be a finite behaviour. For any behaviour b, b g C is a finite ground term.
Proof. By well-founded induction on ≻= C ∪ ≻s. The base case is when b is a ground term in {τ, push(l : η), ρ!L . . .}. These are all ground terms in G, and for these terms the translation b g C = b, which is finite and ground by hypothesis. If b ∈ {b1; b2, b1 ⊕ b2, spawn b1, i∈I ρ?Li ; bi g C }, then the lemma is proved by the inductive hypothesis, since for example if b = b1; b2, then b1 g C and b2 g C are finite ground terms, and therefore b1 g C ; b2 g C is finite and ground too.
Because of well-formedness, there are two cases to consider when b = β: either β is bound to a unique constraint b = rec β b ′ in C, or it is bound to multiple bi which are not recursive behaviours. In the case that b ⊆ β is the only constraint on β in C, and we can write C ad C ′ ⊎ {b ⊆ β}. By definition of translation we have β g
by Lem. B.2, then ≻= C ′ ⊎{b⊆τ } ∪ ≻s. By inductive hypothesis b ′ g C ′ ⊎{b⊆τ } is finite and ground, therefore rec β b ′ g C ′ ⊎{b⊆τ } is finite and ground too, and the lemma is proved. In the latter case, when β is bound to multiple non-recursive behaviours bi, the set of all such bi is finite by well-formedness, and the lemma is proved by the inductive hypothesis as in the case b1; b2.
Having proved that the ground translation of a behaviour b always exists for well-formed constraints C, we show some property of the translation w.r.t. the abstract semantics:
Proof. By rule induction.
Since the ground translation is always defined, and since transition between a behaviour b and its ground translation are interchangeable by the previous lemma, we will only consider finite ground terms from now on.
B.4 Finite state-space
We conclude this section by showing that, given a well-formed C, all configurations ∆ b always generate a finite state-space, i.e. the set of reachable states from ∆ b is finite. We prove this result by designing a function that assigns an integer, or size, to any configuration ∆ b, and then show that the size of a configuration always decreases after taking a step in the abstract interpretation semantics. Since configurations of size 0 cannot take steps, and since the size decreases after taking a step in the semantics, the number of states that a finite configuration ∆ b can reach is finite.
We first introduce the size function on behaviours: According to the definition, τ is the behaviour with the smallest size, zero. Most operations have size 1, except for the resume operation ρ?ρ ′ , which has size 2. Notice that push has size 2 as well. The reason for this difference is that these operations introduce new frames on the stack in the abstract interpretation semantics, and therefore have to be counted twice in order for the abstract interpretation semantics to be always decreasing in size. The size of the other behaviours is defined inductively.
We now introduce the size of a stacks: Definition B.9 (Stack size). The size of a stack ∆, or size(∆), is defined by the following equations:
In short, the size of a stack is its length, or total number of frames. We finally specify the size of configurations:
Definition B.10. The size of a configuration ∆ b, or size(∆ b), is the sum size(∆ b) = 1 + size(∆) + size(b).
Lemma B.11. Let C be well-formed, and let b be a ground finite behaviour.
Proof. By rule induction. If Rule END is applied, then (l :
, which proves the lemma.
By hypothesis b is a ground term, therefore Rule BETA cannot be applied. If Rule PUSH is applied, then ∆ push(l : η) − →C (l : η) · ∆ τ holds. By definition, size(∆ push(l : η)) = 2 + size(∆) = 1 + size((l : η) · ∆) = 1 + size((l : η) · ∆ τ ), which proves the lemma. The case for Rule RES is proved similarly.
If Rule OUT is applied, then (l : !T.η) · ∆ ρ!T ′ − →C (l : η) · ∆ τ holds. By definition, size((l : !T.η) · ∆ ρ!T ′ ) = size((l : !T.η) · ∆) + 1 = 1 + size(∆) + 1 = size((l : η) · ∆) + 1 = size((l : η) · ∆ τ ), which proves the lemma. The cases for Rule IN 
. By definition of size, size(∆ b1; b2) = 1 + size(∆) + size(b1) + size(b2); by the previous inequality we have that
The state space of a configuration is defined as follows Definition B.12 (Execution states). Let ∆ b and C be well-formed. The set of execution states of ∆ b under C, ∆ b C , is the least set S that satisfies the following conditions:
We now prove configurations in well-formed C always generate finite state spaces. Proof. By mathematical induction on size(∆ b). By definition of size(−), the base case is when size(∆ b) = 1, which is only possible when ∆ = ǫ and b = τ . In this case the execution states of ǫ τ is ǫ τ C = {ǫ τ }; the size of this set is therefore 1, and the base case is proved.
The inductive case is when size(∆ b) > 1. Configuration ∆ b might or might not be able to take a transition step ∆ b − →C ∆ ′ b ′ . If it cannot take a step, then |∆ b|C = 1, and the proposition is proved by the hypothesis that size(∆ b) > 1.
Suppose that there exists ∆ ′ b ′ such that ∆ b − →C ∆ ′ b ′ . Let us proceed by rule induction. Most cases are trivial, except when Rule SPN or REC is applied. If Rule SPN is applied, then the following holds:
By inductive hypothesis we have that ∆ τ C ≤ size(∆ τ ) and ǫ b C ≤ size(ǫ b). Therefore, since the set {∆ spawn b} has size 1,
, which proves the proposition. The case for Rule REC is proved similarly.
The result of finiteness gives us a convenient induction principle for configurations:
Proof. By Prop. B.13 and Lem. B.11.
C. Inference algorithms
The algorithm to infer session types at Stage 2 is called Algorithm SI, and it operates on a syntactical sub-language of session types called session structures, which is defined as follows:
η ::=ψ end !T.η ?T.η !η.η ?η.η ψin ψex
Internal and external choices are removed from sessions. In their place, we have two special variables ψin and ψex, which are bound by choice constraints, defined by the following syntax:
During session inference, the constraint set C might be refined to a new set C ′ , containing more precise session types for ψin and ψex (for example by adding new labels to an internal choice, or by moving an active label to inactive in an external choice), or new constraints on types (because of a for example). Choice constraints in C are ordered according to subtyping:
INF-ECHOICE
Abstract interpretation transitions can be naturally extended to the sub-language just presented, except for the two cases when b pops a label L k , and the top of the stack contains either ψin or ψex. In these two cases, if C ⊢ ψex ∼ η or C ⊢ ψex ∼ η, η substitutes ψex or ψin on the stack. Section C.1 presents the main inference algorithm for Stage 2, whose main core is Algorithm MC in Section C.2. Sections C.3 and C.4 contains the auxiliary functions for session sub-type inference. Section C.5 shows the inference algorithm for Stage 3.
As stated in Sec. 5, the definition of Algorithm W can be adapted straightforwardly from [1] , and therefore its definition is not included. The soundness of Algorithm W can be stated as follows:
Regarding completeness, let jdg ⋆ be any valid typing judgement for an expression e. Completeness first show that Algorithm W always calculates a judgment jdg for e. Moreover it also shows that jdg ⋆ is a lazy instance of jdg: in the sense that there exists a substitution σ ′ such that jdg ⋆ can always be derived by further instantiating jdg with σ ′ and by subtyping. This second property points to the fact that W calculates principal types for e (see [1] , Sec. 1.5.1, p.30). Completeness is stated as follows:
Theorem C.2 (Completeness of Algorithm W). If C ⋆ ; [] ⊢ at n e : t ⋆ ⊲ b ⋆ with C ⋆ atomic (i.e. all type constraints in C ⋆ have the form α1 ⊆ α2), then W([], e) = (σ, b, t, C) and there exists a substitution σ ⋆ such that:
C.1 Algorithm SI
Let K be the behavior stack, defined by the following grammar:
Let also the application of K to b, or K[b], be defined inductively as follows:
Since we only work with finite behaviors b, there is always a finite decomposition b = K[b ′ ] such that b ′ is not the sequential composition of two sub-behaviors; the decomposition is also unique. The session inference algorithm SI is defined as follows: if (σ 1 , ∆ 1 ) = closeFrame(l, ∆) 14 and (σ 2 , C 2 ) = MC (l : ησ 1 ) · ∆ 1 τ, Cσ 1 , Kσ 1 ?L j .η j } 87 and
and for each k ∈ [1 . . . n] where I = {L j 1 , . . . , L jn } and n ≥ 0
if l ′ = l and (σ, ∆ ′ ) = closeFrame(l, ∆) 7 8 −− closeTop forces the top of the stack to be end 9 closeTop((l : η) · ∆) = closeFrame(l, (l : η) · ∆) 10 11 −− finalize matches the input stack with the empty stack 12 finalize ǫ = σ id 13 finalize (l : end) · ∆ = finalize ∆ 14 finalize (l : ψ) · ∆ = σ 2 σ 1 15 if σ 1 = [ψ → end] 16 and σ 2 = finalize(∆) 
C.4 Subtype checking
and k ∈ I 1 and k ∈ I 2 25 and
and k ∈ I 1 and k ∈ I 2 30 and (σ 2 , C 2 ) = sub (η 1k σ 1 , η 2k σ 1 , C 1 ) 
and k ∈ I 1 and k ∈ I 2
C.5 Algorithm D
The duality check algorithm, which we call Algorithm D, takes the constraints set C calculated by the second stage, and returns a larger constraints set C ′ . As in Nielson& Nielson, the algorithm simply halts when a duality check fails, rather than throwing an exception.
Algorithm D manipulates a new kind of constraints, called duality constraints. A duality constraint has the form (η1 ⊲⊳ η2), where η1 and η2 are inference session types. At the beginning, Algorithm DC creates a duality constraint η1 ⊲⊳ η2 for each channel c andc such that session types η1 and η2 have been derived, i.e. such that {η1 ⊆ c, η2 ⊆c} ∈ C. For any other channel c such that {η1 ⊆ c} is in C, but no constraint {η2 ⊆c} is in C, Algorithm DC introduces a constraint η1 ⊲⊳ ψ2, where ψ2 is a fresh variable.
After this initial setup, Algorithm DC non-deterministically applies one of the following rules to the configuration (σ id , C), until no more rules can be applied:
where the helper function sub is the same helper function from Algorithm SI (which returns a substitution and a set of constraints such that the two input sessions are in the subtyping relation). The helper function expand is defined as follows: ?Li.η1i}
?Li.η1i ⊆ ψex}
where all α, ψ, ψin, ψex variables on the right-hand side are fresh, and where fresh variables ψ1i and ψ2i are generated, in case index i is not defined in the starting internal or external choice. Symmetric rules are omitted.
The duality constraints are increasingly simplified, until no more simplifications are possible. After Algorithm DC is finished, the input set C fails the duality check when there exists a duality constraint Cη1 ⊲⊳ η2 such that neither η1 or η2 are fresh session type variables ψ, i.e. η1 = ψ1 and η2 = ψ2.
D. Soundness of Algorithm SI
Definition D.1 (Terminated session equivalence). Definition D.4 (Constraints refinement). A constraint set C is a refinement of constraint set C ′ , written C ⊢ C ′ , when: Algorithm MC progressively refines the input set of constraint C by refining session variables, assigning a lower session type to external and internal choices, and by adding type constraints. When the algorithm terminates, the resulting set C ′ is a refinement of C, after applying the inferred substitution σ to it. Lemma D.7 (Constraint refinement on sub-types). If sub(η1, η2, C) = (σ1, C1), then C1 ⊢ Cσ1.
Proof. By structural induction on η1.
Function sub terminates when either η2 has the same shape as η1 (i.e. if η1 =!T1.η ′ 1 then η2 =!T2.η ′ 2 ), or η2 is a variable ψ2. In the latter case (η1, ψ2, C) = (σ, Cσ) with σ = [ψ2 → η1], and the lemma is trivially proved by Cσ ⊢ Cσ.
Consider the former case, when η1 and η2 have the same shape. When η1 = end the lemma holds trivially. If η1 is !T1.η ′ 1 , then η2 =!T2.η ′ 2 ; by induction we have C1 ⊢ Cσ1 ∪ {T2σ1 ⊆ T1σ1}, which implies C1 ⊢ Cσ1 by definition of constraint refinement. The case for η1 =?T1.η ′ 1 is proved similarly. The cases for delegate and resume hold directly by inductive hypothesis. When η1 is an internal choice, we need to show that f (I2, C) = (σ1, C1) implies C1 ⊢ Cσ1. This can be easily proved by induction of the size of I2. The base case (line 21) is trivial. In the inductive case, if a label k from I2 is missing in I1 (lines 22-25), then i∈I 1 ∪{k} !Li.η1i ⊕η2 k is a subtype of i∈I 1 !Li.η1i by definition (because I1 ∪{k} ⊂ I1) and the lemma follows by inductive hypothesis. If k is in I1, then the lemma follows directly by inductive hypothesis.
When η1 is an external choice, we need to show that f (J1 ∪ J2, C) = (σ1, C1) implies C1 ⊢ Cσ1. We prove this by induction on the size of J1 ∪ J2. Let η1 = i∈(I 1 ,I 2 ) ?Li.η1i and η2 = i∈(J 1 ,J 2 ) ?Li.η2i be such that I1 ⊆ J1. The base case (line 36) is trivial. In the inductive case, suppose that a label k is either in the inactive labels J2, or it is in both the active labels I1 and J1. Then it is sufficient to show that η 1k is a subtype of η 2k , which holds by inductive hypothesis on sub. If k is in the active labels I1 but it is in the inactive labels J2, then removing k from I1 and adding it to the inactive labels I2 makes I1\{k} be a subset of J1; under this condition the subsequent call f(I ∪ {k}, C1) is proved as in the previous case. If k is neither in I1 nor I2, then k is added to the inactive labels I2 and the lemma is proved as in the previous case too. Proof. By induction on the execution size |∆σ bσ|C 1 .
Most cases follow directly from the inductive hypothesis, such as the case for push:
At line 20 MC (l : ψ ′ ) · ∆σ1 τ, Cσ1 ∪ {T ⊆ α}, Kσ1 = (σ2, C2). By inductive hypothesis we obtain directly that C2 ⊢ Cσ2σ1 ∪ {T σ2 ⊆ ασ2}, which by definition constraints refinement implies that C2 ⊢ Cσ2σ1, and the lemma is proved. The lemma is proved similarly when a type T is received (lines 25-32), and when a session is resumed (lines 50-61). When delegates a session (lines 34-48), the lemma is proved by Lem. D.7.
The lemma holds directly by inductive hypothesis when selects a label and either a new constraint is added (lines 63-67), or the label is already contained in the internal choice on the stack (lines 69-71). When a new label is added to the internal choice on the stack, the lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definition of subtyping for internal choice (the new internal choice is larger, therefore it is a subtype of the original one) and of inductive hypothesis.
Suppose that chooses a label from an external choice. If the clause at line 89 is called, then the lemma is proved straightforwardly by inductive hypothesis. If the clause at line 78 is called, then a new constraint on ψex is added to C. Subsequently the clause at line 89 is called, and the lemma is proved as in the first case. If the clause at line 84 is called, then
?Lj .ηj is a super-type of and i∈(I 1 ,
?Li.ηi by definition of sub-typing, since I1 ⊆ I1J1 and the indexes in the former session are all contained in the indexes of the latter session. By definition, the clause at line 89 is called next, and the lemma is proved as in the first case. Definition D.9 (Stack sub-typing). Let C be well-formed. A stack ∆1 is a subtype of stack ∆2, or C ⊢ ∆1 <: ∆2, when the following relations are satisfied:
if C ⊢ η1 <: η2 and C ⊢ ∆1 <: ∆2
Substitutions also propagate over transitions:
Proof. By rule induction. The proof of 3 is a trivial consequence of the hypothesis C2 ⊢ pure(∆2), since the continuation of a pure session is itself pure. We only prove 1 and 2:
Case END: Suppose that (l : end) · ∆1 b →C 1 ∆1 b. By definition of substitution ((l : end) · ∆1)σ = (l : end) · ∆1σ; by definition of stack sub-typing the hypothesis C2 ⊢ ∆2 <: ((l : end) · ∆1)σ implies that ∆2 = (l : end) · ∆ ′ 2 for some ∆ ′ 2 such that C2 ⊢ ∆ ′ 2 <: ∆1σ. Rule END yields ∆2 bσ →C 2 ∆ ′ 2 bσ, which proves the proposition together with C2 ⊢ ∆ ′ 2 <: ∆1σ Case BETA: Let ∆1 β →C 1 ∆1 b, assuming that b ⊢ β ⊆ C1. By definition of refinement, C2 ⊢ C1σ implies that C2 ⊢ bσ ⊆ βσ. Since βσ = β by definition of inference substitution, C2 ⊢ bσ ⊆ β holds, and therefore the proposition is proved by applying Rule BETA on ∆2 β.
Case PLUS: Let ∆1 b1 ⊕ b2 →C 1 ∆1 bi with i ∈ {1, 2}. By definition of substitution (b1 ⊕ b2)σ = b1σ ⊕ b2σ. The proposition is proved by straightforward application of Rule PLUS, which yields ∆2 b1σ ⊕ b2σ →C 2 ∆2 biσ.
Case PUSH: Let ∆1 push(l : η) →C 1 (l : η) · ∆1 τ with l ♯ ∆. By application of Rule PUSH, ∆2 push(l : η)σ →C 2 (l : ησ) · ∆2 τ holds because push(l : η)σ = push(l : ησ). By definition of subtyping C2 ⊢ ησ <: ησ holds by reflexivity, and therefore C2 ⊢ (l : ησ) · ∆2 <: (l : ησ) · ∆1σ holds, because C2 ⊢ ∆2 <: ∆1σ holds by hypothesis; therefore the proposition is proved.
Case OUT: Let (l : !T.η) · ∆1 l!T0 →C 1 (l : η) · ∆1 τ , with C1 ⊢ pure(T0) and C1 ⊢ T0 <: T . By definition of substitution ((l : !T.η) · ∆1)σ = (l : !T σ.ησ) · ∆1σ holds. By definition of stack sub-typing, C2 ⊢ ∆2 <: (l : !T σ.ησ) · ∆1σ implies that ∆2 = (l : !T ′ .η ′ ) · ∆ ′ 2 such that C2 ⊢ T σ <: T ′ and C2 ⊢ ∆ ′ 2 <: ∆1σ. Since C2 ⊢ C1σ holds by hypothesis, then C1 ⊢ T0 <: T implies C2 ⊢ T0σ <: T σ. By transitivity C2 ⊢ T0σ <: T σ and C2 ⊢ T σ <: T ′ imply C2 ⊢ T0 <: T ′ . Since l!T0σ = l!(T0σ), an application Rule OUT yields (l : !T ′ .η ′ )·∆ ′ 2 l!T0σ →C 2 (l : η ′ )·∆ ′ 2 τ , which proves 1. By definition of session sub-typing, the hypothesis C2 ⊢ (l : !T ′ .η ′ ) · ∆ ′ 2 <: (l : !T σ.ησ) · ∆1σ implies η ′ ⊢ ησ <: C2. We have already proved that C2 ⊢ ∆ ′ 2 <: ∆1σ holds, therefore we can infer C2 ⊢ (l : η ′ ) · ∆ ′ 2 <: (l : ησ) · ∆1σ, which proves 2. Cases IN, DEL, RES: proved as in case OUT, using the fact that sub-typing is covariant for IN, RES, and it is contravariant for DEL. Case ICH: Let (l : i∈I !Li.ηi) · ∆1 l!L k →C 1 (l : η k ) · ∆1 τ with k ∈ I. By definition of internal choice variables, configuration (l : i∈I !Li.ηi) · ∆1 ρ!L k is equivalent to (l : ψin) · ∆1 ρ!L k with C1 ⊢ ψin ∼ i∈I !Li.ηi for some ψin. Since C2 ⊢ C1σ holds by hypothesis, by definition of constraint refinement there exists a session η ′ = j∈J !Lj .η ′ j such that C2 ⊢ ψin ∼ η ′ and C2 ⊢ j∈J !Lj .η ′ j <: i∈I !Li.ησi hold, with J ⊆ I. Since J ⊆ I, k ∈ I implies k ∈ J; and since (ρ!L k )σ = ρ!L k , an application of Rule ICH yields (l :
τ , which proves 1. By definition of session sub-typing C2 ⊢ j∈J !Lj .η ′ j <: i∈I !Li.ηi implies C2 ⊢ η ′ k <: η k ; since C2 ⊢ ∆ ′ 2 <: ∆1σ holds by hypothesis, then C2 ⊢ (l : η ′ k ) · ∆ ′ 2 <: ∆1σ holds too, which proves 2. Case ECH: similar to the case for ICH. Lemma D.11 (Soundness of sub). If sub(η1, η2, C) = (σ1, C1), then C1 ⊢ η1σ1 <: η2σ1.
Proof. By structural induction on η1. The structure of the proof is similar to the structure of the proof for Lem. D.7.
When η1 and η2 have mismatching shapes, sub substitutes η1 for η2 or viceversa, and the lemma is proved straightforwardly by reflexivity of subtyping. When η1 =!T1.η ′ 1 and η2 =!T2.η ′ 2 , C is expanded with the constraint {T2 ⊆ T1}. By structural induction η ′ 1 is a subtype of η ′ 2 ; since C1 contains the constraint {T2 ⊆ T1}, η1 is a subtype of η2 by definition of subtyping. The case for receive is similar; the cases for delegation and resume follow straightforwardly by structural induction. When η1 is either an internal or external choice, the lemma follows by Lem. D.7.
Soundness of session inference depends on the following central result:
Proof. In order to account for K, the lemma is proved by induction on the lexicographic order given by the execution size |∆σ1 K[b]σ1|C 1 and the length of K. Let us proceed by case analysis on MC(∆ b, C).
This case follows directly from the inductive hypothesis. If this clause succeeds, then also the inner calls to closeFrame does, which implies ∆σ1 ≡ ∆1. Notice that ∆1 contain no frame of the form (l : η) for any η, i.e. l ♯ ∆1. Because of this and by taking ∆ ′ = ∆1, the LTS allows the following transition:
Since the inner call MC (l : ησ1) · ∆1 τ, Cσ1, Kσ1 succeeds too, the lemma follows by inductive hypothesis.
and (σ 2 , C 2 ) = MC (l : ψ ′ ) · ∆σ 1 τ, Cσ 1 ∪ {T ⊆ α}, Kσ 1 Let us assume that the above clause has been used. Because the domain of inference substitutions is session variables ψ, in this case we have:
From the algorithm we have that C ⊢ l ∼ ρ holds. The inner call to MC has C1 = Cσ1 ∪ {T ⊆ α} as input constraints set. By Lem. D.8, C2 ⊢ C1σ2, and therefore C2 ⊢ (T ⊆ α)σ2, which implies C2 ⊢ T ⊆ α because σ2 is an inference substitution. Since C ⊢ l ∼ ρ and C2 ⊢ T ⊆ α both hold, the abstract interpretation semantics allows the following transition:
By inductive hypothesis, (l : ψ ′ σ2) · ∆σ2σ1 (Kσ2σ1)[τ ] ⇓C 2 holds. Because of this, and since (l : !α.(ψ ′ σ2)) · ∆σ2σ1 (Kσ2σ1)ρ!Tc →C 2 (l : ψ ′ σ2) · ∆σ2σ1 (Kσ2σ1)[τ ], it follows that (l : ψ) · ∆ σ2σ1 K[ρ!T ]σ2σ1 ⇓C 2 holds, which proves the lemma. The only difference with the previous case is that we have to prove that C ′ ⊢ η d ′ σ <: η d σ, which follows by Lem. D.11. • Suppose that the following MC clause has been applied: END: Suppose that Rule END has been used:
There are two cases to consider: either ∆ = (l : end) · ∆ ′ , or ∆ = (l : ψ) · ∆ ′ and ψσ = end. In the first case, the clause MC (l : end) · ∆ b, C0, K = MC ∆ b, C0, K and the lemma is proved by the inductive hypothesis. In the second case, we need to show that MC (l : ψ) · ∆ b, C0, K terminates; this can be proved by structural induction on K[b]. If b = τ and K = ǫ, then MC terminates by applying finalize on ∆, and the proposition is proved as in the base case. If b = τ and K = ǫ, then the proposition is proved by inductive hypothesis on the clause at line 9. If b = push(l : η ′ ), then closeFrame closes ψ in the clause at line 12, because a well-formed stack cannot push the same label l twice. In all other cases either the proposition follows by induction, or K[b] must have the form of a operation. In the latter case, l cannot be contained in region ρ of the operation by well-formedness of the stack, and therefore the only applicable clause in the last one at line 120, that calls closeTop. PUSH: Suppose that the following transition is taken:
if l ♯ ∆
We first need to show that MC ∆ push(l : η), C0, K terminates. Suppose that the frames with closed sessions end are removed from the top of the stack, as in the case for END. The first clause that matches MC ∆ push(l : η), C0, K is the one at line 12. By hypothesis l ♯ ∆ holds, therefore the inner call to closeFrame can only return the identity substitution. Therefore σ1 = σ id and ∆1 = ∆ hold, and there exists a substitution σ ′′ such that the starting substitution σ can be split in the composition of σ1 and σ ′′ , i.e. σ = σ ′′ σ1 = σ ′′ . The lemma is then proved by inductive hypothesis on the inner call to MC with the smaller configuration (l : (ησ1)σ ′′ ) · (∆1σ1)σ ′′ τ = (l : ησ) · ∆σ τ . OUT: Let (∆ K[b])σ = (l : !T.ησ) · ∆ ′ σ ρ!T ′ , and suppose that the following transition is taken:
if C ⊢ ρ ∼ l, pure(T ′ ), T ′ <: T
We must consider two cases: ∆ = (l : ψ) · ∆ ′ and σ(ψ) =!T.η, or (l : !T.η) · ∆ ′ . In the first case the call to MC (l : ψ) · ∆ ′ ρ!T ′ , C0, K is matched by the clause at line 17, and it produces the substitution σ1 = [ψ → !α.ψ ′ ] and a new constraint T ′ ⊆ α by definition, where ψ ′ and α ′ are fresh variables. By hypothesis σ has the form [ψ → !T.η ′ ], and it can be decomposed into σ ′′ = [ψ → !T.ψ ′ ] and σ ′′′ = [ψ ′ → η ′ ]. The lemma is proved by applying the inductive hypothesis on the inner call to MC and by taking σ ′ = σ ′′′ [α → T ], since σ ′′ can be further decomposed into σ1 and [α → T ] and therefore the substitution [α → T ] guarantees that σ ′ σ1 = σ; therefore ∀ψ ∈ dom(σ).C ⊢ σ(ψ) <: σ ′ (σ1(ψ)) follows by reflexivity. Notice that C ⊢ C1σ ′ holds too by definition of constraints refinement, because the new constraint T ′ ⊆ ασ becomes T ′ ⊆ T when σ ′ = σ ′′′ [α → T ] is applied to it, and because C ⊢ T ′ <: T holds by hypothesis from the side-conditions on Rule OUT. If ∆ = (l : !T.η) · ∆ ′ , then the call MC ∆ ρ!T ′ , C0, K is matched by the clause at line 22. The lemma is proved straightforwardly by taking σ ′ = σ, since Algorithm MC returns the identity substitution in this case. IN: This case is proved similarly to [OUT], using the clauses at lines 26 and 31, recalling that session sub-typing is covariant instead of contravariant for inputs. DEL: This case is proved similarly to [OUT], using the clauses at lines 35 and 37, together with Lem. E.2 in the latter case. Notice that l d ∼ ρ d holds by hypothesis, and therefore the clause at line 45 is not applicable. RES: This case is proved similarly to [OUT], using the clauses at lines 51 and 56. Notice that the clause at line 59 cannot be called, because the labels in the behavior b = ρ?lr match the label in the stack ∆ by hypothesis. ICH: Let (∆ K[b])σ = (l : ψin) · ∆ ′ σ Kσ[ρ!Lj ], and suppose that the following transition is taken:
if (j ∈ I), C ⊢ ρ ∼ l There are two cases to consider: either ∆ = (l : ψ) · ∆ ′ , or ∆ = (l : ψin) · ∆ ′ . If ∆ = (l : ψ) · ∆ ′ , then the only clause that matches the call to MC ∆ b, K, C0 is the one at line 64. Since ψσ = ψin, substitution σ can be decomposed as σ = σ ′ [ψ → ψin]. Moreover C ⊢ ψin ∼ i∈J !Li.ηi and k ∈ J hold by the side conditions of Rule ICH. Algorithm MC first produces the substitution σ1 = [ψ → ψin], and introduces a new constraint ψin ∼ i∈{k} !Li.ψi in C0, where ψ k is a fresh variable. Let σ ′′ = σ ′ [ψ k → η k ]σ1. Since (l : ψ) · ∆ ′ Kσ ′′ [ρL k ] ⇓C holds by hypothesis, and since ((l : ψ k ) · ∆ ′ K[τ ]) = (l : η k ) · ∆ ′ σ ′ σ1 Kσ ′ σ1[τ ] holds because ψ k is a fresh variable, then (l : η k ) · ∆ ′ σ ′ σ1 Kσ ′ σ1[τ ] ⇓C holds too. Moreover, since C ⊢ C0σ holds by hypothesis and C ⊢ ψin ∼ i∈J !Li.ηi where J contains k both hold by the side condition of Rule ICH, then C ⊢ C0σ ′′ ∪ {ψin ⊆ ψ k σ ′′ } holds too, because by definition of constraint refinement and of session sub-typing C ⊢ j∈J !Lj .ηj <: i∈{k} !Li.ηi. Therefore the inductive hypothesis applies to the inner call of MC (l : ψ k ) · ∆ ′ τ, K, C0 ∪ {ψin ⊆ ψ k } , and which also proves the theorem, since ψ k is not in the domain of σ. In the case that ∆ = (l : ψin) · ∆ ′ , then C0 must contain a constraint ψin ∼ i∈I !Li.ηi by definition of constraint well-formedness. There are two sub-cases to consider: either k is in I, or it is not. In the former case the theorem is proved straightforwardly by inductive hypothesis on the inner clause at line 69. If k is not in I, then the only applicable clause of Algorithm MC is the one at line 73, which adds k to ψin, and the theorem follows by inductive hypothesis on the inner call to MC with the extended internal choice. ECH: Suppose that the following transition is taken: ?Li.ηi) · ∆ j∈J ρ?Lj ; bj − →C (l :
The proof of this case is similar to the proof for Rule ICH: if ∆ = (l : ψ) · ∆ ′ , then Algorithm MC terminates by applying the clause at line 78, which first creates a new constraint on ψex, and then recursively calls the clause at line 89, which is proved by inductive hypothesis and transitivity of session sub-typing. If ∆ = (l : i∈(I 1 ,I 2 )
?Li.ηi) · ∆ ′ , then either the clause at line 84 is called, in case either some labels in J from the behavior are missing from I1 or I2, or in case the active labels in I1 are more than the labels in J; or the clause at line 89 is called, in case the session type designated by ψex contains all the labels Jin the behavior, and the active labels I1 are included in J. In the former case the constraint in the session type are adjusted appropriately and the theorem is proved as in the first case, because the clause at line 89 is the only clause that matches the adjusted session type. In the latter case the proof is by inductive hypothesis and transitivity as in the first case. 84 89 SPN: Suppose that the following transition is taken:
Assume that the frames with closed sessions end are removed from the top of the stack, as in the case for END, resulting in a stack ∆ ′ . The clause MC ∆ ′ spawn b, K, C0 is matched at line 105. Since ǫ b and ∆ ′ K[τ ] are smaller configurations than ∆ ′ spawn b, the theorem follows by inductive hypothesis and transitivity of session sub-typing. REC: This case is proved similarly to the case for Rule SPN, with the exception that the clause at line 110 is called, and that the environment C0 is properly manipulated to swap the recursive constraint rec b β ⊆ β with τ ⊆ β. PLUS: Suppose that the following transition is taken:
Assume that the frames with closed sessions end are removed from the top of the stack, as in the case for END. The only applicable clause in this case is the one at line 100. The inductive hypothesis can be applied directly on the first inner call to MC, which implies that σ can be refined into σ ′ σ1. By inductive hypothesis, C ⊢ σ(ψ) <: σ ′ (σ1(ψ)) holds for all ψ in the domain of σ. Notice that, by construction of algorithms sub and MC, σ ′ σ1 produces super types only in the case of delegation, therefore it is easy to show that (∆ K[b1 ⊕b2)σ ′ σ1 ⇓C holds as well. Therefore (∆ K[b2)σ ′ σ1 ⇓C holds too, and the theorem is proved by the inductive hypothesis. BETA: Suppose that the following transition is taken:
Since ∆ βσ is well-formed in both C and C0σ, variable β is constrained not only in C (by assumption C ⊢ b ⊆ β holds), but it is also constrained to some b ′ in C0σ, i.e. C0σ ⊢ b ′ ⊆ βσ. By definition of constraint refinement, C ⊢ C0σ implies that b ′ = bσ, because there is no sub-typing relation defined for behaviors, therefore bσ and b ′ must be equal. The lemma is then proved directly by inductive hypothesis. Assume that the frames with closed sessions end are removed from the top of the stack, as in the case for END. If the top of the stack in ∆ is not end, the only applicable clause is the one at line 116, whereby MC ∆ β, C0, K = MC ∆ b0, C0, K with b0 = {bi | ∃i. (bi ⊆ β) ∈ C}. By definition of MC, the only clause that matches the inner call MC ∆ b0, C0, K is the clause for internal choice at line 100. Since the execution size of ∆σ βσ is greater than the execution size of each ∆σ biσ component, the proof follows by inductive hypothesis, in the same way as for Rule PLUS. SEQ: Suppose that the following transition is taken:
Assume that all closed end sessions are removed from ∆, resulting in ∆ ′ , as for the case END. The clause MC ∆ ′ b1; b2, K, C0 becomes MC ∆ ′ b1, b2 · K, C0 at line 97, and the lemma is proved by inductive hypothesis, because the execution size of ∆ ′ K[b1; b2] is equal to the execution size of ∆ ′ b2 · K[b1], but the size of b1 is smaller than the size of b1; b2. TAU: Suppose that the following transition is taken:
Assuming that all closed session are removed from ∆ as in the case for END and that a stack ∆ ′ is returned, the clause at line 97 is called first, whereby b2 is pushed on the stack K. Then the clause at line 9 is called recursively, whereby the τ behavior is discarded and b2 is popped back from the stack. The lemma follows by inductive hypothesis on the smaller configuration ∆ ′ K[b2].
Completeness for session type inference can be stated as follows:
Theorem E.4 (Session type inference completeness). Let ǫ bσ ⋆ and C ⋆ be well-formed. If ǫ bσ ⋆ ⇓C⋆ and C ⋆ ⊢ C, then SI(b, C) = (σ1, C1) and there exists σ such that C ⋆ ⊢ C1σ and ∀ψ ∈ dom(σ ⋆ ).C ⊢ σ ⋆ (ψ) ⊆ σσ1(ψ).
Proof. The proof follows by applying Proposition E.3 on the configuration ǫ b under C first. Algorithm MC returns σ1 and C1 such that there exists a σ ′ such that C ⊢ σ ⋆ (ψ) ⊆ σ ′ σ1(ψ) for any ψ in the domain of σ ⋆ , and C ⊢ C1σ ′ . Since the call to choiceSubst simply substitutes ψin and ψex variables with their (unique) relative internal and external choices in C1, the new substitution σ2 and C2 that this function returns does not change the typing of sessions, and therefore ∀ψ ∈ dom(σ).C ⊢ σ(ψ) <: σ ′ (σ2(σ1(ψ))) holds, and C ⊢ C2σ ′ follows by C ⊢ C1σ ′ , which proves the lemma.
